
Thu, Aug 6, 2020 at 11:28 AM PDT (GMT-07:00)From: Michel Moore <23506@lapd.online>

Fwd: Personnel Complaint

To: Robert Marino <27226@lapd.online>; Dominic Choi <32350@lapd.online>; Richard Tefank <n3025@lapd.online>;
Shane Murphy Goldsmith <n5449@lapd.online>
Cc: Lizabeth Rhodes <N6480@lapd.online>

Rob

Can your folks initiate the requested 1.28 and I would like a briefing on the referenced workplace audit. Work with DC Choi
on coordinating.  Let’s loop in AC Frank for his insight and awareness.

Thanks

Mike

Begin forwarded message:

From: David Well <david.well911@aol.com>
Date: August 6, 2020 at 11:00:10 AM PDT
To: Shane Murphy Goldsmith <n5449@lapd.online>
Subject: Personnel Complaint

ATTENTION: This email originated outside of LAPD. Do not click on links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

I would like to make a personnel complaint against Commander Anne Clark. Since I believe Internal Affairs will not
properly investigate this complaint and not generate a CF#, I am copying members of the Police Commission and the
Office of the Inspector General to ensure that it is handled properly.

I prefer to remain anonymous since the Department is notorious for retaliating against those who speak out against
command staff. I demand a return email with a CF number and what I allege in this complaint will not need any follow-up
statement from me to properly investigate.

It is also my understanding that Internal Affairs is currently conducting a “Workplace audit” – another term for an internal
investigation without a CF number – of Detective Bureau. This complaint is separate from any allegations already made
that prompted that investigation but is related in that obviously Detective Bureau has issues under the command of Anne
Clark.
 
Anne Clark treats her staff and subordinates within Detective Bureau poorly.  She is rude and condescending. She also
ostracizes her Adjutant, Sgt. Letisia Ruiz, and instead utilizes her Detective III Adriana Hamilton for everything. This has
empowered Hamilton to also treat many employees within Detective Bureau in an unprofessional manner. One example
of Clark’s conduct occurred during the recent civil unrest. Ruiz showed up at the Command Post to assist and attempted
to eat some food that was there for all to enjoy. However, Clark, in front of many others, embarrassed Ruiz by stating out
loud for all to hear that the food was not for Ruiz, to put the food back and leave the area.

Anne Clark is continuously rude and condescending to Area Detective Lieutenants during Compstat inspections and
sometimes appears to go out of her way to try to make them look foolish when they don’t have an answer to her
questions or if she is not satisfied with their response. Previous Compstat inspections are recorded and available for
review or you can simply interview the Detective Lieutenants, which would be much faster.

Anne Clark is rude and condescending and treats Lieutenants within Detective Bureau poorly and in an unprofessional
manner. She is verbally short, strikes a tone of condemnation when she does not get her way, and talks to people as if
they were school children.



When Clark doesn’t like you, she will take simple allegations of misconduct and magically create cases for termination.
Two examples of that are the cases involving Sergeant Bridgett Picket and Lieutenant Andrea Grossman, the latter being
retaliatory in nature in that Grossman participated in a misconduct allegation that was investigated and led to the
termination of Clark’s husband.

Anne Clark dislikes other female command staff within Detective Bureau, which appears to be based on their gender.
She is very cordial to and supportive of the male Captains but rude, obnoxious, disrespectful and downright mean to the
female Captains.
Deputy Chief Kris Pitcher is complicit in that he listens to how she speaks to others during Compstat inspections or other
venues, yet does nothing to stop her unprofessional demeanor, most likely because he has been promised the next
Assistant Chief position and does not want to jeopardize his appointment by being blamed by Clark for taking action
against a female employee.

Like most command staff in his position, he doesn’t want to “rock the boat” just prior to being promoted.

Clark and Pitcher have also deceptively reallocated federal grant funding specifically earmarked for the Internet Crimes
Against Children task force that falls under Juvenile Division and redistributed the funds to other divisions not authorized
to receive the funding, including Robbery-Homicide Division. In addition, Pitcher is aware that the grant funds are to be
used for investigations in neighboring counties yet has directed all funds to be used only for LAPD. This is not only
unethical, it is criminal. In addition, the LAPD is mandated to report to the federal government the misuse of the grant
funding. I will make sure that the Federal Government  is made aware just in case you forget to notify them.

Anne Clark has been the subject of previous complaints and lawsuits for this exact behavior, yet the Department does
nothing about it.
 
Again, these allegations can be easily investigated without follow-up from me, and by simply interviewing employees
within Detective Bureau that are mentioned above, as well as Detective Lieutenants from patrol divisions. 
 


